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'Ghost Goes West' LAMB
Set By Film Group

STEW

NEW MEXIco Lo Bb~~\

·························~

BY JIM

~verything for the

Bridal Party
Date Dresses-Party Dresses

Whip up a couple of good. murders, add an insanity case or two~
serve in a .drafty castle, name it "Hamlet'.: and you've got a best
seller on your hands.
P1·obably the best selling "Hamlet" available today is the one·
"The Ghost Goes West," Rene
penned by William Shakespeare. It's length makes it impossible to relate the full plot, so we'll deal with a few instances to show just how
Clair's fi1·st English directorial asShakespeare wove the web of a best seller. (Actually it's .not tpo long
signment, will be given two show-Sid
just can't remember the enth·e plot. Ed's note,)
.
.
ings Saturday evening l;ly the film
PHO:NE 5-1821
The
play
starts
with
reports
of
a
spectre
l'ambling
through
the
3424 CE:NTRAL SE
society.
~
upper regions of the castle, rattling chains and generally disturbing
Robert Donat, Jean Parker and the sleep of the inmates. A brash young fellow, Hamlet, in mourning .
········~······~~·····~··
Eugene Pallette star in a comedy for his recently departed daddy, scal!!s one of the towers and what
about a ghost and a Scottish casto his wondering eyes should appear but a bearded old gentlemen. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - tle. Alexander Korda produced the
Not clad in long red undies, Hamlet dismisses the possibility that Sanpicture which was written by Robta Claus is paying an early call and inspects the figure more closely.
ert Sherwood.
·
Draped in old chains and kingly rainment the figure tu'rns out to be
"The Ghost Goes West" is the
·
the ghost of hi~> dad.
story of an American millionaire
'~Cheez, man it's great to see you again," he greets the venerable
who is vacationing with his family
one. But daddy can't share his joy. He's come back to expose the
in Scotland and buys a castle, comfact that he was murdered by his brother. (Generally known to the
plete with a ghost, which he has · scullery maids and kitchen lackeys, but it had escaped the higher
transported to the United States· echelons.
~
(Author o/ "Barefoot Boy With Cheek," etc.)
and rebuilds stone by stone,
(Not so dim, Hamlet had been nuturing the thought that someFeatured as the short subject thing was amiss, since his uncle had wed his mother before his daddy's
will be "The World Is Born," from
body cooled.)
Bolstered with the knowledge he plots his step-daddy's death. Of THE CARE AND FEEDING OF ROOM-MATES
Walt Disney's "Fantasia." It feacourse in the end he succeeds, but in respect to the Johnson code
tures the background music of StaToday we take up room·mates, a delightful phenomenon of
vinsky's Sacre Du Printemps (The
young Hamlet also catches his lunch and is borne off to his own
American
college life. Having a room-mate is not only heaps of
Rite of Spring.)
·
grave.
fun;
it
is
also
very educational, for the proper study of mankind
Several
interesting
sidelights
appear
in
the
text.
Once
while
HamPerformances will be in room 101,
let
is
perched
atop
one
of
the
ramparts
(each
and
every
castle
should
,
is
man,
and
there
is no better way to learn the dreams and
Mitchell Hall. Admission tickets
have some-no castle complete without 'em) he muses, "TV or not
will be available at the door.
drives of another human being than to share a room with him.
TV that is the question?" A clear indication that Shakespeare was
This being the case, it is wise not to keep the same room-mate
ready to desert the legitimate theate1· for more lucretive fields.
too long, because the more room-mates you have, the more you
The appearance of Ophelia is another point on which to dwell.
will know about the dreams and drives of human beings. And
Here is a fairly attractive, healthy young girl prowling around the
that's
what we're all after, isn't it'?
castle, with no apparent job except to chase the young hero. However,
try
to change room-mates as often as you can. A recent
So
Hamlet feels a case of feigned insanity will complicate the plot more,
study
made
by Sigafoos of Michigan State shows that the best
and does a real prosey bit that convinces the general household that
interval
for
changing room-mates is every four hours.
he has stepped off the deep end. Ophelia does a likewise bit-only
"Before you Fall in Love," secher part is real-and she floats off i:ri a beier of flowers poluting the
ond of a United Christian Student municip!j-1 water supply. A coroner's jury returns the verdict of Now let us discuss how to go about choosing a room-mate. Most
counselors agree that the most important thing to look for-in
Fellowship series on "Love and "death by her own hand.''
Marriage," will be the topic of an
To vent his wrath, shortly after his father's sudden demise, Hamroom-mates is that they be
address by Dr. Fred Chreist tonight let is prone to probe the draperies with a size six sword. On one
\People of regular habits. This,
at 6:30 in the lounge of T-20.
occasion he hits something a little more solid than velvet and out
I say, is ar1•ant nonsense. What
topples one of the local wise men, quite dead.
if one of tneir regular habits
The address will be concerned
In the end, following a sword battle, which Madame La Farge,
happens to be beating a great
with
the
meaning
and
importance
·
h
t
'dl
h
d
h
h
·
dd
1
of dating in society. The first speak- h1s mot er, 1watches qui e avt y-t e la y of t e ouse 1s su en y
gong
from midnight to three
er in the series was Dr. Morton sans husba~d and sans son. Seems Hamlet in his has~e, after washa.m.? Or growing cultures in
ing the floor boards with blood of various and sundry culprits, demands. "Maw, pass the jug. Ah'm tared.'' Mother La Farge obliges,
Keaton of the psychology departthe tooth glass? Or reciting
ment who spoke on '~Sex Roles in but through trickery (or deft handling by Shakespeare) hands her
the Articles of War? Or peanut
Our Society." The speaker next
pride andj_oy a mug with a pretty stout Mickey. ·Hamlet never rebrittle?
week will be Mrs. Catherine Brown covers.
Regular habits indeed! I say
of the Albuquerque Family ConOn this l)ote (and the disturbing sound of cannons) the play ends.
that
beyond quibble, far and
-osultation Service. Her topic will be
away the most important qual"Consider
Carefully
Before
Marrying."
An added note. After "Hamlet" appeared at a theater in Arizona
ity in room-mates is that they
several years ago, the audience went wild and demanded "Author,
be
exactly your size. Otherwise
The program is open to all inauthor.'' The stage manager donned a bear and went forth to receive
you
will have to have their
terested students. Prior to tonight's
the plaudits of the theater goers, whereupon they shot him.
clothes
altered to fit you, which
forum, supper will.be served at the ------------------------o-------1
cost of 50 cents a person.
can
be
a
considerable nuisance.
Women's Christian Assn. commit- at Kansas State College and the
In
fact,
it is sometimes flatly
tee on friendly relations among for- University of Washington. She has
impossible. I recollect one time
eign students.
served on the national staff of the
I roomed with a man named
.
Mrs. Purkaple received degrees YM-YWCA and has been in her
Tremblatt Osage who was just
from Denver University in inter- present positions since 1947.
national relations and religion. She Willis is the director of the Unit- under seven feet tall and weighed nearly four hundred pounds.
.
be h ld th' has been secretary of the YWCA ed Student Christian Fellowship.
There wasn't a blessed thing I could use in his entire wardrobeAn o;pen h ouse WI11
e . 1Sii'i';=========================-al until one night when I was invited to a masquerade party. I
afternoon between 2 and 4:30 at
cut one leg off a pair of Tremblatt's trousers, jumped into it,
the home. of Joseph Willis, 1805
sewedc up both ends and went to the party as a bolster. (InciLas Lomas Rd. N.E. :for all interdentally, I took second prize. First prize went to a girl named
national students at UNM.
Antenna Wilkins who poured molasses over her head and went
The students will meet Mrs. Ruth
as a C1.;lndied apple.)
Haines Purkaple, program secretary of the Young Men's and
But I digress. Let us get back to the qualities that make desirable room-mates. Not the least of these is the cigarettes they
SAVE ON NEW AND USED CARS
smoke. When we borrow cigarettes, do
we want them to be harsh, shoddy, and
6200 Central S. E.
disdainful of our palates? Certainly
Phones 5-8372-5-7414
not! What, then, do we want them to
Albuquerque, New Mexico
be? Why, we want them to be gentle,
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Prof to Talk on Sex
To Religious Group

USCF Open Hous e
Planned for Today

ALBUQUERQUE AUTO SALES

.

Most likely to succeedin ·more ways than one

'

He rates a hand from his prof, not
only for sinking the most buckets, but
also for knowing how to pick his
clothes. This Arrow University
button-down shirt is beautifully
tailored gin~ham ~n an authentic tartan, $5.95-also available in oxford
doth (choice of nine colors), $5.00.
When worn together with Arrow
chino slacks, (pleatless front and
back strap) they mark the influential guy on campus. Slacks, $5.95.

...-ARROW •
.

·-first in fashion
'

SHIUS • TIES • SLACKS
I

I

"·

delicately-reared, and designed to suit
the tempo of today's broader, easier
life! And what cigarette is gentle,
delicately-reared, and designed to suit
the tempo of to~ay's broader, easier
life? Why, Philip Morris, of corris!
(I'll bet you knew it all the' time!)
To go on. In selecting a room-mate,
take great pains to find someone who
will wear well, whom you'd like to keep
as a permanent friend. Many of history's great friendships first started in
college. Are you. aware, for example,
of the remarkable fact that Johnson
and Boswell were room-mates at Oxford in 1712? What makes this fact
so remarkable is that in 1712 Johnson
was only three years old and Boswell
had not been born yet. But, of course,
children matured much earlier in those
days. 'i'ake Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
who wrote his first symphony at the ·
.
age of four. Or Titian, who painteil his first masterpiece 'at :five.
Or Hans Otto McGrath, who was in many ways the most remarkable of all; he was appointed chief of the Copenhagen police
department at the age of six!
(It must be admitted, however, that the appointment was less
than a success. Criminals roamed the city, robbing and looting
at will. They knew young McGrath would never pursue them;
he was not allowed to cross the street.)
@Max l!hulma~.uso

'•.

·four hoztrG

The maker• ol Philip Morrill, wl&o aponsor thl• column, cordlalft
Invite you and your room.mato to try t01lar'• new, gentle Philip Morris.
It'• alwaya welcome/

~"/·
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Justices Finish Court .Reports

.

e

Friday, February 17, 1956

AI~-

ALL THE NEWS
~
'2 '
THAT FITS.
:1~ iFIE!e :l t ISSS :~::.;
WE PRINT
,,,,....
. ~~~
R.W

Minority and majority opinions were completed last night
on the student court's Monday reversal of a FridaY decision
to disqualify Bob Pierman from the student-council election
• • •
.
.
race.
The Monday reversal in effect readmitted ~ierman to the
race. The Friday voting to disqualify Dierman on the grounds
that the petition for his admission as an Associate Students
party candidate was unanimous. The Monday voting, which
reversed the Friday decision, was justices Carolyn Nielson,
Tona Dabbs, and chief justice Dick Novaria concurring to
The associated women students readmit Dierman. Alan Yard dissented, maintaining his Fri~
will sponsor the ~ing of Heilrts day position.
dance tomorrow mght from 9 to
midnight in the SUB ballroom. ·
Tickets, at $1.25 a couple, are
now on sale in the SUB lobby. Music for the dance will be furnished
. ; by AI Hamilton and his band. Only. Dissent:
CON CURING:
women students with activity tick- It is my opinion that there was The'following discussion indicates
ets will be allowed to vote in the no evidence which would permit the ·crux of the reasoning which led
King of Hearts election. Voting for this Court to reverse its decision of to a decision in favor of allowing
the King and Jack of Hearts will the lOth of February.
a tardy petition endorsing Bob Ditake place from 9 to 10:30 and the Article IV, section 3, sub-section erman for the recently vacated Stuwinner will be crowned at 11.
(a) provides that".. , The peti- dent Council seat.
Candidates for the dance election tions must be filed not later than Strict decision~ must be based
are Mike Laine of Tau Kappa Ep- two weeks prior to the date set on strict and well-defined laws and
'
silon Dick Camacho of Lambda for elections ..." and tliere are no rules of operation. The denial of
Chi Alpha Jerry Dahlquist of Sim.- stated exceptions to this article. a petition endorsing a candidate
ma Chi Glen Turner of Pi Kappa When an article of the Constitution for an office, as in this case a seat
Alpha. '
is clear and unambiguous, we should on the Student Council, is indeed
~ Bob Wareham of Sigma Alpha follow t?e fundaJ?lental rule t~at ha~sh 11nd serious. The necessarily
Epsilon, David O'Donnell of Sig- a C?urt ~~ not at hberty to surm1se str1ct and wel.l-defined laws an~
ma Phi Epsilon, Toby Roybal of an mtentwn. co~trary to ~he lett?r r?les of operatwn for such a d.eci•
Mesa Vista dormitory Hap Craw- of th~ Constlt~t10n, ?r to md~g~ m ~1on are presently not a functionford of K!fppa Sigma.' '
the hcen~e of ms~rtmg or 01;mttmg mg P!l-rt of Student. Governme~t
.
words With the v1ew of makmg the on th1s campus. The1r absence IS
John ~arnes of Phi Delta ";'heta, Constitution express· an intention indeed unfortunate, as in a decision
Don Holl1s of Kapp~ Alpha. ~Ilbert which is nokevidenced in the orig- ~s this, such rules are a vital necRuncorn.of Delta ~1gma Ph1.
inal form. A Constitution should be essity.
Committee chairmen ~~:re Jean construed according to the ordi- The Constiution of the Associated
Coli, general; Nanc~ L_ahker, ar- nary and natural import of its Ian- Students of the University of New
r.a~gements; ~o~ty· Dtckmson, pub- guage, unless a different meaning Mexico in Article four, section 3
h_c1ty; and Milhe Albert, decora- is clearly indicated by the context, (a), indicates that the Student
ttons.
.
without resorting to subtle or fore- Court set·the date for the filing of
Proceeds of the dance w1ll be used ed interpretation for the purpose of petitions. endorsing candidates for
~o help son;e of the dele?ate;; to the extending or limiting its operation. office. It does not, however, indimtercollegmte as. soc I at 1 on. of Where there is ambiguity in the cate the manner in which tardy pewomen students m Fort Collms, pt·ovisions of an article, or the in- titions should be handled. It is the
Colorado.
tention is doubtful, the Court may concurring opinion that methods of
t I I2
look to the consequences; but treating such instances should be
L
where the language of the article clearly known and indicated to
is clear and explicit, and expresses those responsible :ror the submisa definite and sensible meaning, the sion of such petitions, and that then
CHEERFUL CHEERLEADER Nancy Gentry expertly decorates
Courtcannotdisregardthemandate and only then, can a strict line be
this Marron hall furniture. The varsity yell leader from Roswell is
and insert an exception, where none drawn as to the acceptance or rea sophomore class officer as well, and will seek election to the stuhas been made by the Constitution, jection of these petitions.
Scott Momaday and Ted Phillips for the sake of relieving against Ignorance and laxity, with redent council in Wednesday's election. Asked about hobbies and interests, Nancy said "having a good time.'' Add to this the fact that will act as MC and announcer re- hardship or possible injustice.
spect to the law are of course unforshe's not pinned or otherwise attached and you have a perfect spectively Saturday on this wetik's In this case there is a presump- givable. However, if the law itself
recipe for extra-curricular activity.
presentation of Panarama on tion that both political parties is incomplete and lax, a certain dE!_::.::~~.::....;:.::..:.:.;:.._:__:.;:_::...;__ __::_______________ KGGM-TV.
knew of the filing deadline. There gree of-consideration with respects
Panarama is UNM's official tele- was no evidence presented by the to the facts behind the case in quesvision production. Basketball coach Associated Students Party to rebut tion must be made and these facts
Bill Stockton will narrate a film of this presumption. Therefore both weighed against the presumed pena Lobo hardwood game, while Kurt parties must be bound by the set alty.
I
Fredel'ick will present a group from deadline. I can think of no excuse The reasons for the tardiness rif
his string workshop. The dean of and certainly none of sufficient mer- the petition as presented to the
the College of Nursing, Dean Elea- it was given by the Associated Stu- court, indicates that legitimate atnor King will be introduced. Guests dents Party, to justify the revers- tempt to file the petition was made
By PAT TOLMIE
of the lab until the first of this on the program \vill include a per- ing of the decision of the lOth of at 1:00 p.m. on the day prescribed
The Public Health laboratory year when Dr. Daniel E. Johnson son from Germany's television net- February. In the letter submitted as the deadline date and that the
next to the women's dining hall' took over. Dr. Johnson has worked work, and personnel from the Santa by Miss Phillips, it is contended office was not open at this time .
has been on the UNM campus sine~ in various phases o! lab, service Ife office of the Department of Pub- !Jlat she ~~de an attempt to turn No further att:eit!Pt was made until
m the pebtlon but found the office the final submiss1on at 4:49 p.m., 49
1935 and is not connected with the for 25 years, and received h1s Ph.D. he Health.
univ~rsity in any way except as a from UCLA. ·
Panaorama has been running ev- closed, yet it seems clear that she minutes past the deadline.
public service
His main duties at the lab are ery week for the past six months, did not deem this act'sufficient ex- The concurring opinion does not
Th b 'ld' '
t u ·n that to analyze the milk and water spec- and is shown on alternating local cuse as evidenced by the :fact that wish to condone negligence, It does,
gave the petition to Mrs. Teresa however, feel, that with respect to
e .~ thng WflS Pl;lt P ,1v'd'ng imens sent to the lab as well as such TV stations each month.
yhar WI d edu:ve~\y Jixolth de duties as the examination of rabid
·
Cummings Moulds to turn in for the the fact that no concrete procedure
t e groun . an .. e s a e e~ f ; dogs.
.
party.
and subquent mode of penalty is at
f:rt~e~~·prov;~g t~h m~ :y fi~- Now he would like to start on
I
The :fact remains that the peti- present a working part of student·
Ut 1 ~g, t
end etls a~ t' c tissue culture for the isolation of
tion was submitted late, and with- law, a decision in favor of rejectIS e~ ~al~ni ~wa;~ s 1 1 ~·ill~ - viruses. Also among his duties is
c
e
u
e
0r
out sufficient cause shown whereby
Continued on page· 5
.
.
the Court could reverse its prior
men o
e on s, e an 1 ef the education .of the staff of ~6
turn to bec()me the property 0 people in the various phases of the A free moV'i;e, "The Eddie ~antor decision. To allow the petition after
UNM. .
•
work.
Story," starrmg . Cf,ln~or, w1ll be the deadline is to work an injustice
The laboratory was loc11;ted !n AIshown Sunday mght In the SUB on the party who fulfilled their duty
buquerque because the city 1s the
ballroom at 7:30.
. under the constitution.
transportatiM center of the state.
I
The movie is sponsored by the The order of the lOth should be The annual Cherry-Silver dance
The lab is a part of the state health
SUB program committee. A com- affirmed
sponsored by the Lettermen's club'
department, and its work includes
I
mittee spokesman said last night
Ala~ Yard Associate Justice will be held Saturday Feb. 25 i~
analysis of milk and water speci. .
.
. that free movies will be shown reg'
'
the SUB ballroom.
'
'
A "Varsity queen" will be elected
mens from all over the state. Some Sh1rley Teeter was elected pres1- ularfy on Sundays except when spe- • ?
of these must be br()ught in as dent of Alpha Delta Pi Sorority for cia! programs have been scheduled. Pmg Pong Tourney Set
by the lettermen and crowned at
quickly as possible and kept under ~his spring and ~ext fall semester Mea!s will not b~ served at the Registration is now open for the the dance. The outstanding letterrefrigeration while en route.
m a recent mee.tmg. .
, moVle.
intramural table tennis tournament men of the year will be recognized.
About the. onl~ tie. the lab. h~s Other A D P~ officers. are:. Marl·
which will begin in approximately AI Hamilton's orchestra will play
with the umve1·s1ty 1s the md It lyn Johnson, v17e pres1dent, Je.an WRC Meeting Scheduled two weeks. All interested players for the dance_which will be open
grants during the physical examin· Reardon, 1·eco1'dmg secretary; Cmare asked to sign up on the registra. to all students.
·
~ ations given to each entering stu- dy Fabian, treasurer; Myra ManA Women's Recreational council tion card on the inside bulletin
Pup t
t
dent. The staff thel'C makes t~e ex- t()n1 corresponding secr?tar~; Mary meeting, termed "every important" board of Carlisle gym,
amination of the blood speC1mens Jean Rose, repol'ter-h1stor1an; Jo by a WRC spokesman, has been
S 0
ee 0 ay
sont over from the infitmal'y.
Ann Clauve, guard; Anna Viviani, called for 3 p.m. Sunday at the Kh t I' t M t t N
Pro-University party members
Miss Myrtle Greenfield originally tush chai11nan; Joann Wallace, home of Betty Banks, 1124 Monroe
a a I 0 ee a oon will meet this afternoon at 3 in
started the laboratory, when she scholarship chairman; and Martha St., S.E. Al11·epresentatives and al·J Khatali will meet today at noon the SUB grill lounge. Jack Little
came here in 1919. She was director Mersman, l'egistrar.
ternates have been asked to attend. in Mitchell hall 103.
will be in charge.
.
·~

----------------------------------------------------------~,

Campus Cutie of the-W~ek

Heorts Donee Set
Soturdoy In SUB;
Women Will Vote

Minority Opinion Maiqrity Opinion
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Panarama Saturday

Public l-lealt:h
Laboratory
•
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Edd•1e Cantor F•l m ·
S h d I d f SUB
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Lettermen•s Dance
Scheduled Feb. 25
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3Countries Offer University· Teacher S''-nortage
l=orseen by Ford Fund Prexy
Gro duote Awards

At least 20,000 new college teachers will be needed by 1960 to meet
Foreign study awards are being even fairly adequately the "tidal
offered to American graduate stu- wave" of numbers of students who
dents by the Institute of Interna- are certain to enroll in the, nations
tional Education.
institutions of higher learning.
Four scholarships for study in .Dr. Clarence H, Faust, president
Austria during 1956-57 include of the Fund fo1· Advancement of
eight monthly stipends of about Education a Ford Foundation proj$100, enough to coy~r room . an_d ect, cited' the ~tbove figure when
board as well as tmt1on and InCl· he addressed a general faculty
dental expenses. The awards may meeting here Monday afternoort.
b
d f 0 t dy at an AustJ:ian
· are
e. use . ~ 8 u
The' nation's graduate schools
1
umvet:slty m all. fields. March • producing at present, he said, only
1956 1 ~ .the clo.smg. date :for the 9000 Ph.Ds annually and about twocomp.etltwn, "fhlCh !~ open to un- thirds of that number go into the
marned Amencan c1t1zens.
t h'
f .
Swiss universities are offering eac mg pro esslOn.
tuition grants, apd grants for ad'l'riple Output Needed
vanced research m the natural and By 1970, Dr. Faust predicted that
medical sciences. Other fields of we would have to triple our output
atudy include architecture, chemis- of Ph.D.'s to have enough teachers
try, engineering, geology1 physics, to staff the added classrooms of our
!nternati?nallaw, economtcs, bank- c~lleges and universities.
lUg and ms~rance, as well as IanOur present and near-future enguage and hterature.
rollment crisis has come about beA graduate student who plans to cause of not only the high birth,be a future teacher of German may rate in the early 1940s but because
apply for a ~12_ooo a~ard offered by an ever-increasing number of young
the Germamsttc Soctety:
people are getting "college conMore than 16 fel~owsh1ps are be- scions."
,
ing offered b~ various other Ger- Population expe1ts 20 years ago
man sch?ols, m such. fields as a:r;t were predicting 165,000,000 people,
and mustc, .constru~tlOn,. mechan!- the present estimate, in the United
cal or elect:;l~al engmeenng, ar~ht- States by the year 2000. Dr. Faust
tectu~e, mmm~, electron opt!cs, said that we have reached that
chell!-lstry, physics, or ma~hel_llatics. number 44 years ahead of time beClosmg date for apphcatlOn is cause of the sudden and surprising
increase in birth in the 1940s.
March 1.
The second reason for the higher
college enrollments is that in 1900
fewer than 5 per cent went to col-

Camps Offer Posts
To College Students

lege: Today, he said, more than, 31
per cent-in some states the figures are higher-attend colleges
and universities.
Buildings to house the new college· students is not near the prob!em of securing efficient teachers in
the instructional role.
A 17-man committee appointed by
the Fund for Advancement of Education, a group of which UNM
Pres Tom L Popejoy is a member
. currently
·
·studymg
. how to make'
lS
the best use of teacher hours during the emollment crisis.
Experiments are going on all
.
..
over the ~atiOn on how to ~tlhze
the teachmg reso~ces ~~allable
and the FAE committee Wl!l make
gra;ts <1hm~nef t~ the ;ne1es l?:Jesen mg e es P ans, aus sal ·
Pampering Blasted
Some current suggestions inelude:
Less "spoon-feeding" of college
students which take big hunks of
time of the professors. Cutting students away from the teachers'
"apron strings" early in their univarsity life.
Use of seniors in small discussion
sections the1·eby saving the time of
professors for large lecture classes.
More use of television where one
professor may lecture to hundreds
of students in the freshmen and
sophomore classes.
"We will need, to solve the problem," he concluded, "to make use
of all our imagination, ingenuity
and wisdom.''

College students may apply for
positions on the staff of the ·mrl
Scouts summer camps.
Students in sociology, psychology, education, social work, religious education, recreation, physical
education and allied fields are especially invited. Salaries range from
$100 to $700 :for the ten-week period, and include one week of precamp training at camp, room,
board, and transportation to and
from Los Angeles.
Additional information may be
obtained from the Girl Scouts, Los
Angeles Council, personnel serv·
ices, 332 South Virgil Avenue, Los
Angeles 5, California.
·

Ne.ther1ands Offe~s

$ 1000 Cash Pr"lze

AEC
OffersGrads
Aids
To
Science

Graduate Study A1ds mi~~~nufs s~:a;r:icf~~~~~ip~0~

gauge and high-pr~cision tolerance
stainless steel strip is open to students in de.sign and engiheering departments. '
· A ~1,000 cash award contest for First prize of ~350 and 30 other
new application ideas for thin- cash awards. will be m.ade in the

open to Eng.lne.er's

N~ther~a~ts g;ver~:;e;;a~~ ~~~!0J~g~~;sk~:~~:~fsf:;,6a~~a:~:

Th,e
offermg t r~e 0 ows ;Pj nds dur- gineering who wist to receive grad'!late ~~~d[ m the Net er a
uate training in this relatively new
mg 1 - ·
.
field,
Tne ~wa1·d~ may be used 1~. r;:any The program provides for an
fields, ;ncludmg langua~e, lS Jryt academic year of formal courses,
art, smence! an~ ~cono~uc~ an ad followed by three months of trainseveral umversltles. ac't' award ing at an AEC installation. The
carries cash to cover tm lOd ~n awards include payment of tuition
board and room ~o.r a :~:velr:~: and ot\ler university fees and a
tees maY_ pay theu ow .· ht trav- travel allowance.
.
penses 01 apply for Fthulbugt f .
Additional ·informatiOn and apel' grants
to ,cover e cos o m- phcat10n
. · bl an1cs n:ay b e obt am~
· d bY
.
1
tern~t~o~~l trave ·.
. ude writing Fe~lowshlJ? .o~ce, UmverEhg1b1hty re9-~;nreme_nts mel
sity Relatwns diVISIOn, ORINS,
United States cltlzen~hlp, a bache- P. 0. Box 117, Oak Rridge, Tenn.
lor's degree by the time of depar- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ture, good academic standing, character, health and adaptability.
Knowledge of the Dutch language
is desirable but not necessary.
Applications may be obtained
WHO HAVE Gl LIFE INSURANCE
SHOULD PAY THEI~ PREMIUMS ltHHE
from the United·States student department of the Institute of InP~EMIUM ENVELOPES
VA SENDS THEM, THESE ENVELOPES
ternational Education, 1 E. 67 St.,
IDENTIFY EAGH POLIC.Y ACCUNew York.
RATELY AND THEI<:EB'I' PRINENTS

7

----.-!----

•

"d

Ortiz Is Pres1 en+
0 f N. ew IAA G roup
Election of officers was held at the
weekly meeting of Clu? de Las
Americas Thursday evemng.
The newly elected officers are
Jasper Ortiz, president Charles Ederer, vice president; and Mary Ann
Brockman, secretary-treasurer.
Dr. Miguel JolTin addressed the
group on the topic of infiltration of
Marxism in Latin America.
·

COSTl-Y

Unforgettable painters' colors!

SACONY
ITALIAN·BOY
T•SHIRT 'N SHORTS

MISTAKES!

)}

Make lasting impressions! Be the gil'l he
remembers after vacation in Sacony's
glowing new palette of colors: golden
glory, sailor blue, peacock blue, Italian
red, green. Breezy, abbreviated shorts
are deep-dyed in Ducklyn, a new cooler
cotton with a linen-look. The saucy
"gamine" T-shirt makes a brilliant
new arrangement of stripes. See our
entire sparkling Sacony collection. "It's a
. wonderful buy!" T-shirt: 4.95, sizes
S-M-L. Shorts: 3.95, sizes 8-18.

For full Information contact your neareal
VETERANS .ADMINISTRATION ollloe

1

seen In MADEMOISELLE, McCALLS'

It's a pleasure to get ' to know OLD SPICE AFTER SHAVE
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LOTION, Each time you shave you can look forward to something special: the Oto SPICE scent-brisk, crisp, fresh as
all outdoors ••• the tang of that vigorous astringent-ban•
ishes shave·soap film, heals tiny razor nicks. Splash .on
Oto SPICE-and start the day refreshed!

Add Spice to Your Life . •• Old Spice Fo1• Men

SHULTON

THE·
TASTE
IS
GREAT •I

History Chairman
Leaves for Study
Dr. Julian S. Duncan, chairman
of economics at UNM, left by plane
Monday morning for a study in
long-range economic planning in El
Salvador, South America.
His research, which will be closely correlated with El Salvador officials, will deal largely with the
economic resources of the nation
in relation to estimated population
growth.
The UNM professor, who is on a
sabbatical from the univaTsity, will
remain at least four months, probably longer, in El Salvador. He is
due back at his UNM post for
the fall semester.

22 New Members

Au the pleasure comes thru •• , the ~

Sigma Tau, honorary engineering fraternity recently initiated 22
students.
New initiates are: w. L. Ward,
Paul Dague, 'Phil Gel£, Joe Abbot,
Gary Raper, Carl Longerot, Charles
Bankston, Brian Boggs, R.N. Gray,
Arlin Cooper, Don Johnson, Jim
May, A. C. Arthur, Jim Reese,
George Swain, Jere Green, Dave
Holt, Edward Cox, Robert Dineen,
Al Dennis, C. Hughes, W. K. McKim, and Joe Suazo.

is great! Filter Tip Tareyton smokes
milder, smokes smoother, draws easier,
and it's the only filter cigarette that gives
you Activated Charcoal filtration.

New York • Toronro

I

1:

ij
'I

••
'.

When the songs are light
And the fire's bright
For real delight-have a CAMEL.!

Qit
tel•

Honorary Initiates
It's a psychological fact:
Pleasure helps your disposition.
If you're a smoker, remember
-more people get more
pure pleasure from Camels
than from any other cigarette!

(

No other cigarette is so
rich-tasting, yet so mild!

Sf

FOR SALE:
White,

contest which closes at midnight,
May 31, 1956. Information and entry blanks may be obtained ~rom
awards director, American S1lver
Co., 36-07 Prince St., Flushing 54,
New York.'

FILTER TIP

1

TAREYTON

Ballerin::j. Length

Formal, Size 7. Never been

~~J'urf~

worn. Will sell to the best

PRODUCT OF

offer. $50 new.

..wERICA'Il LEADING MANUFACTURER 01!' CIGARETTES @A. T. CO,

Ph. 9-3836

•
I
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i"NEW MEXICO LOBOVef's Notes··· Society Notes
Insurance Clo·rms
t-!'
1'"1
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It's efflg•y time· again. Soon the t1·adition will be tha~ you.• are a
nobod on campus until your image has been cer~monwusly hung
from fhe conveniently situated totem pole, As an atd ,for those who
contem il'ate further hangings, the KA's have. offered to construct
some p~rmanent gallows. This isn't such a bad Idea. All t~e students
would then know where to ~~:o to :find out who was the btg man on
. campus that week. Next?? Prediction: Bob Chatten.
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G~ANTS:D CON·

DlnONAL DISCHARGI'S MERE:L'( TO

CNANGe MILITA~<:Y srATu!:o

MAY CONTINUE TO BUILD UP
KOR~A Gl SILL Tli?AlNING ENTITLeMENT TCl THE J:NDOFTHE

l\1[ember o! the Associated Collegiate Press

Thanks for the Band

-o-

.Going steady are: .
Irwin Frank and Sherill Eckhouse.

-oS.ERVICE'MEN

'

HETHER YOU LIKE to dance or not, the SUB direcW
. torate and the student council'deserve your applause for

Pinned are:
·
.
Birdie Bradt AXO, and Dick Wesptser, KS.
Jackie Pride; DI:iD, and Bill Hurley, KA.
Bernice Love, DDD, and Buddy Cook, KS •.
Joe Don Womack, SAE, and Raynette Edington, N.M. Western.

-o-

-oMonday night the Chi Omega pledges held a "walk ?ut." Afte1•
following clues which led them all over town, the actives finally
caught up with them at Dorothy Christensen's home-just in time
for dinner.
Monday night two open houses have been scheduled. The Alpha
Chis will be host to the KAs, while the Chi Omegas will be guests
at the SAE house. ,

For full information eontaet ydur nearr1t
VETERANS ADMINISTRATlON vllioe

An increasing number of death
cases in which the proper recipient
of GI insurance proceeds was in
doubt, because the insured had failed to 'designate a beneficiary, was
-oreported by the veterans administration today.
Don't forget the big King of Hearts dance in the SUB Saturday
"Every GI insurance policy holder night. This is leap year, girls, so get yourself a date and go vote
should make sure VA has been no- for the boy you think is the biggest lady-killer on campus. You've
tified of the beneficiary or benefici- had all week to study their pictures in the SUB cafeteria.
aries the veteran wants to receive
-o-:..
the proceeds of the policy," Gene A.
In reply to the question WHY STUDENT GOVERNME~T, if no
Robens, Manager of the VA regionstudent government, WHY STUDENTS?
al office in Albuquerque, said.
Robens added that any beneficiary changes the policyholder
wishes to make from time to time
also should be recorded with the
VA.
A Digest of Events • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a • • • By Bob Beck
Policyholders in this area should
notify the Veterans AdministraThe Senate investigations subcommittee cliecking on East;...West
.tion Center, Denver Federal Centrade
has announced that allies of the U.S. are selling important mater, Denver, Colo.
terials for building war weapons to Russia.
,
Other instances when VA should
The
subcommittee
heard
the
testimon
yo:f
industrialist
Ralph
R.
be notified of beneficiaries or Baldenho:fer who said it would be better to furnish the Russians with
changes in peneficiaries, Robens guided missiles and planes.
said, are upon reinstatement of
Baldenhofer stated that allowing production tools into the hands
lapsed GI insurance or conversion "of the.Reds
was allowing them to continually add to their supply of
of term insurance to a permanent war materials.
plan policy.
The committee also said that the trade has been going on with
complete knowledge of American politians.
-<>Republicans backing president Eisenhower for re ...election received
a shot in the arm this week when presidential doctors gave Ike the
OK to run again.
Downtown
Sunshine-Helen of Troy
Ev~r since Eisenhower's heart attack of many months ago, speculation has been running. high on the President's feeling toward reState-Shack Out on 101
election. Many felt that the matter hinged on the doctors report.
KiMo-At Gunpoint
Eisenhower and his ,wife have gone to Georgia for about a week
El Rey-The Man from Laramie
and Champion
for a short vacation away from the p1·oblems facing the nation's
number one man. Ike has hinted that he would announce his decision
On the Hill
soon after he returns to the capital :from Georgia.

NEWS AT A GLANCE

At the Movies .•.

-o-

' Dr. Thurman Arnold, legal educator, author, and prominent Washington attorney, will open the 1956
Woodrow
night at 8 at
Wilson
the University
Centennial
of New
Mexico with an address on "Wilson's Domestic Policies."

to~

Dr. Arnold
thediscuss
:first ofvarious
three
lecturers
who is
will
aspects o.f Wilson's life and career
during February, March, and April
under J;he auspices of the Woodrow
Wilso:ti Foundation of New York
the University of New Mexico, and'
the UNM chapter of Phi Kappa Phi.
The public is invited to attend
Dr. Arnold's lecture tonight· in the
lecture hall on the campus
Without charge.

g~ology

Drive•Ins
Duke City-Beneatir the 12-Mile
Reef and Destination Gobi
Tesuque-Lucy Gallant and Hit
the Deck
Terrace-The Vanishing American and the Twinkle in God's"Eye
Cactus-A Lawless Street and
Bring Your Smile Along
· Campus
M't
I ch eII h a11- Th e Ghost Goes
West (Saturday)

Twelve UNM students in the
General College made a grade point
average 0 f 2. 0 or bett er f or a rIsf;...
mester.
ing on the honor roll this past seEight of the 12 are from Albuquerque. They are: Harold Ashf t, R onald J • Courtney, J ames
cr_a
Rtley
Huber, Gordon D. Jones,
w.alter Par.k.hurst, Mason Rose,
Lmne tte W1II tams, an d J · E · zach ery.
.•
.
Others on the roll are: Wtnston
1 Y D•
I rvm
· Ch ns
· t'tan, Roswe11 ; B·11
Crane, R?swell; Roy;al Gale Jackson, Deming; .and Rtchard M. Go- Eleven students in the College of
een, Sharon Htll, Pa.
Pharmacy made Dean Elmon L.
1
Catalina's honor roll :for the nrst
semester at UNM.

Ph·armacy c.0IIege
Grades Are 0ut.

And Communist party boss Nikita Khushchev made a few revisions of the Red bible, the ideas of Marx and Lenin,
Khrushchev has come to the conclusion that war is not inevitable
and that communist revolutions may be achieved in some cases
through parlimentary means.
.,
The communist doctrine set up by Marx and worked on later by
Lenin states that war is inevitable as long as imperialism exists
and rebellion among the masses has been with the party since Marx. '
Khushchev gave as his reason for the changes the fact that with
the way conditions are today the outlook has changed.
-o·
Edwin L. Mechem, one-time govemor of New Mexico is back
in the
state political
picture
this week
he refuses to drop his name
as
a possible
Republican
candidate
forasgovernor.
State Rewblican leaders have been looking to the posst'bi'lt'ty of
Mechem running again with happy stares. Mechem was governor for
two te.rms before John Simms, the present occupant of the governor's
mansion.
Duringholdin.g
the twoa top
terms
he was
Mechem was the i,·
only Republican
political
jobininoffice
the ;tate.

.

Wrestlers Will Meet
Adams State Squad
New Mexico's wrestling team will
. try to repeat its victory over Adams
\ \~tate of Colorado in a rematch toSnorrow night in Carlisle gym. The
ifirst match is scheduled for 8 and
admission to the public is free.
The match will be the last of ~he
year before going to the Skyhne
conference championships in Logan,
Utah, March 3-4.
The Lobos will have the disadvantage of forfeiting two matches
in advance. UNM will not have an
entry in the 177-pound or heavyweight divisions.
The six man squad competing for
New Mexico will include Art Ableson, 123 pounds; Jim Cramer, 15'7
pounds· and Bruce Jagger, 16 7
pounds: Paul :Tapia and Cramer are
the UNM stars for the year. 11_1 t~e
three matches thus far, .Tapto. lS
undefeated with three pms. Cramer has won two pins and lost a
decision.
New Mexico has a 2-lrecor~ for
the year losing to Colorado Mmes,
26-10, ahd beating Adams State,
20·17, and Ft. Lewis A&M, 20-18.

-a-

Th
t '
t
b.l . d t
. e co~noutput
ry s auofomo
I e m has
us ry
been putting
a stop the
to
the gigantic
cars·that
beenhaspouring
out of Detroit
past :few years Nearly· 50 000
k
h
b
d
wor ers ave een lai oft' and all
m sh.ow hthat more will dbe 1cho, ppedd in the near future. Also, some
signs
~~ t!~d:;s aa~~ek~nounce c osmg own some of their plants one
New car dealers throughout the country have been complaining
that they are being over-stocked. In an attempt to bring their dealb11;ck to a more
positiop, the indusbv seems to have cast
nstde Its battles for postbon on the sales laddlr.

·

Dean s Brea kfast
er~
Seniors are: Donald w. Rober- S
C
S . F• I Set for Sunday
agers em•- ma s The annual Dean's breakfast, son, Albuquerque; Joseph Men~oni, pruce
Slated for Women sponsored by the Commerce coun- Raton; and Helen s. Ward, Stiver

•

stab.l~

New leader

Book Credit Offered

Full credit or cash will be given
cil, will be held Sunday at 9 a.m. City.
on books recently puchased at the
Favored Las Federates and Pi at the Hostess cafe.
The three junors are: Johri W.
Associated Students• bookstore if
Beta advanced
Phi among
Hokona hall
The students
breakfastinis the.
primarily
of· the Kt'va they are returned by Saturda·y,
have
to with
the semi-finals
of those
college for
of Eichman
.
' Gallup·' Alfred T,' Kii- In· "'" recent m"ett'ng
"'
the Women's recreational council business. Tickets are on sale from patnck, Mentmore,. N. M., and club Beryl Spruce was elected pres- bookstore manager Al Zavelle said
ident for the second semester.
today.
basketball tournament.
members of Commerce council and Stanley F. Kusy, Ch1cago, Ill.
~as Feds beat Chi ~mega, Pi !lt the b~siness offic~. An outstand- Sophomore include: Robert T. Other officel's are: Dick Gaffney,!-·----·----------Phts beat·Aipha Delta PI, and Ho- mg service award Wlll be presented Standridge, San Jon, N. M., who .
'd t·
l't All
Indians will perform w'th th
fkona beat Kappa Kappa Gamma to at the breakfast.
.
.
.
VIcc-prest en , 0arme 1 a
apowa, .
.
l
e pro
qualify. Tonight's games match The breakfast is a kickoff to the made str~tght A grades; and Don- secret~ry; Jolln Dodge, treasurer; lt g~mg to a funj:l :for Indian acholPi Phis against Hokona and Las machines show, which is to be held a!d E. Wetntraub, Paterson, N.J.
apd Wilfred H?rrcra, student coun- arships.
Feds against the winnCl' o:f the/April 12-13 in the SUB. Business The freshmen are: Anthony Gar- 011 repr!!sentattv;.
. .
A Kiva club picnic has been set
Bandelicr·Alpha Chi Omega games. firms will get together at this time cia and Sondra Lou Peirce, both of The organiz.atJon plans to spon- £or Feb.. 26, while the next meet•
Game time is at 8 p.m. in the gym. an,d have exhibits of business rna- Albuquerque, and Louella I. Rome• s~r an Indian d~nce April .28 a~ ing of the club will be Feb. 22 in
Admission will be free.
chmes.
ro, Santa Fe.
.
Ztmmerman Stadmm. The Ntzhom the lounge of T-20,

Qf UNM K•IVa (Jub

Journalism profes:;:or Keen Rafferty was named one of Albuquerque's 50 best-dressed men in an AIThe UNM concert band under the buquerque Tdbune survey this
direction of William E. Rhoads will week~
·
perform March 4 in the SUB ballroom at 4 p.m. ·
Campus Chest Meet Set
The concert will · be the groups
Campus chest committee chairfi rs t wm
· t er concert,
·
d
'I
b
·
an WI I . e a men WI'11 mee t t oday at 4 p.m. 1'n
preview of 'Yhat the band will play Mitchell hall 122.
m the Amencan Bandmasters assn.
-------national convention. The convention The airmail rate to Surinam 'is
will be March 8 in i>lanta Fe.
ten cents for the first half ounce.
I

'.

presents
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a new

FOR

of supple, heavy leather for form fitting comfort. A hand-sewn
and chic lnoccasin for sport, casual a·nd everyday wear. Only
J'
$4.95 at

,.'
!
'r

I'

SquawMocs
and Other
Styles

READ THE ADVERTISEMENTS
ALBUQUERQUE•s LEADING MERCHANTS
ADVERTISE IN THE LOBO

3104 Central, SE

•
Ph. 5·9301

.......

$3.95 to $5.95

./

CONVAIR
CSAN DIEGO)

7 Pledged by Town Club
Seven coeds \Vcl.'e pl~dged T~f
Town club W~dnesday n!ght.D' .e
women arc Rose Ann Smtth, IXte
Smith, Cloe Ahlgl'im, . Barba~a
Scott, Diane Hansen, LoUise Davts,
and Doreen Hall.

I

Representatives will be he~e February 21

TO INTERVIEW
ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, AERONAUTICAL

ENGINEERS ABOUT TO GRADUATE
.!

At Convair in beautiful, smog-free Sim Diego, California, you will
find the div~rsity of challenging, far-reaching projects that offers you
the unlimited career opportunity you seek.
.
This is young country, beautiful, exciting country- the very heart
of the busy, vital aircraft and missile industries. And go.od, young
engineers are needed now to grow with new, long-range aircraft and
missile programs.
.
.
. ..
.
You will find the Convair Engineering Department a genume e~gi
neer's" engineering· department- imaginative, energetic, explorative.
You will discover the very latest engineering equipment, excel~~nt
working conditions, salary, personal job advantages, and opportunmes
for continuing education.
Remember these facts about Convair: Convair was awarded ~he
Nation's first production missile contract and the first production
contract for supersonic all-weather interceptors.
.
.
Convair has the greatest diversity of aircraft engineermg proJeCts
in the country, mcluding high performance fighters, heavy ?ombers,
large flying boats, transports, trainers, seaplane fighters, vemcal takeoff aircraft and guided missiles.
Convair has a completely integrated electroni.c develo~m~nt p~o
gram devoted to advanced development and .des1gn on m1ssde ~1d
ance, avionic projects, radar systems and special cathode ray tubes.
Now yott are invited to get full information about your career at
Convair. Talk it over with our Convair Engineers on your campus soon.
GRADUATING CIVIL ENGINEERS interested in the field of aircraft
structure are also invited to apply.
Graduate degree candidates in Engineering, Mathematics or Physics are. tnvi,ted
to discuss Convair oplJOrtunities in, the general field of advanced engmeermg
• analysis and design.
•

CONVAIR ENGINEERS WILL INTERVIEW ON YOUR CAMPUS

FEBRUARY 21
Please arrange appointment now!

CONVAIR
A Division of General Dynamics Cor1Joration

l
:•

Rafferty ··well Dressed•

''1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!![1!1!~~===============~==========~

the
;lndhour
remain
there until/!
leastdeadline
one-halfr
in advance
of
the deadline has been reached, at
which time he shall be a witness to
the acceptance of all properly received petitions and a witness to
the court decision to reject all further petitions received after the
designated deadline.
In summary, the concurring opinion is that the petition be accepted
in this immediate case. In this acceptance however, the concurring
group must indicate its disapproval
of negligence on the part of the
parties responsible for the petition
in question and warn the authors
of future p~titions that this decision indicates the strict rule by
which the court will act on future
questions. '
.
It is the belief of the concurrmg
group that this case has indicated
a failing in ;the student laws ~nd
has provided a means by whtch
constructive additions could be
made. It is also the belief of the
concurring gJ.'oup that the decision
has been just and that it is a step
in the direction of better Student
Government.
(Editor's Note: Though the copy
of this opinidn was not signed, Justice Nielsen said last night that it
was written by Novaria, Dabbs,
and herself.)

----=----.:.._------------------

Wilson Ceremony General College
To Feature Talk Dean's list Out

~~s in~de~u:t~e r~~t~;u~;nd~~~
ld h f
I' ·
·
a~d .W:0~ t ere ore ~ Jmmate the
posstbthty of constructive an? m~ch

Concert., Planned''
In SUB March 4

needed rules
conduct
bemg m- I
tegrated
into of
student
government.
The concurring opinion feels that
the following rules of conduct regarding the submission of a petition'
are necessary additions to court
pxocedure and that their use will
make possible strict and lawful decisions with respect to acceptance
or rejection of such petitions.
1. The court shall present in
writing, a notice of the deadline.set
by the court for receipt of all petitions to the chairmen of the various parties involved. This notice
shall be presented at least one week
in advance of said deadline. In content this notice will state clearly
the tima and date of the deadline,
and will state the penalty for submission after the appointed hour,
that penalty being rejection of the
late petition;
.2. It shall be the duty of the
party chairman to give notice to
his party of the date and the sub. sequent penalty for tardy receipt.
3. It shall be the duty of the
paJ:ty chairman to be at the designated place for petition receipt at

Married are:
Pew McCain and Jean Collins. .
This weekend Kappa Alpha Theta and Delta Delta Delta are conducting formal initiation ceremonies for the fall pledges: ~~nday th.e
Tri Delts are giving a breakfast in honor of thetr new 1mtmtes and
pledges,

arranging the March 2 dance in Carlisle gym at which
Ralph Marterie's band will play.
· This goes double if Y9U are a dance fan, for the Marterie
organization puts out one of the most .danceable sounds in
the country.

Continued from page 1
.
ing the petition in question would
heavily outweigh the infraction. In
a~~itio~, it wa,r; felt t?at .such a deClStl~tl_l
m favoldr ofll reJefcttton ofd t~e
pe
1
ton
wou ad ow u ure· t'ect8· · t b b

a

Engaged arj'l:
.
.
Dave Pirtle and Marilyn Lane, Redlands, Cahf.
Scott Adams and Ruth Wakeham.
David Wm'!lock and Hester Fulton.·
Bart Durham and Bibbie Middleton.

WE:RE OBLIGATED TO SEf<'lll:.

scale in keeping with its other achievements.
The student council is underwriting the dance for $1000,
mon~y which might not hav~ even been spent otherwise.
Patty Stewart, head of the directorate's dance committee,
did much of the groundwork for the event.
This work should be appreciated.
-BC-

·

ll

-o-

PERIOD Ti~EY ORIGINALLY

YOU PREFER other indoor games, you still must give
IFcertain
people credit for trying to put UNM on a social

•
•t
0
•
•
M
. CJIOrl .y p1n10n

.ByCAROLYNNlELSEN

Sunny smog-free San Diego on the coast of Southern California offers

.~ you 11'way of life 1udged by most as the Nation's finest for ye~r·ro~nd

climate, beauty and indoor-outdoor living. Sailing, fishing, swm~mmg,
golf, skiing, mountain and desert resorts, Hollywood and Old Mex1co are
all within minutes,
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LITTLE MA.N ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bibler
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New Gym to Get
Novel Type lights

by Dick Bibler
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A new type of lighting fixture
will be put into the University's
new gymnasium.
This type of 'lighting, the first
of its k!nd west of Schenectady,
N. Y., utilizes seve~·al unusual features which are considerably dif- ·
ferent from "bhe conventional flourascent fixtures generally used in
gymnasium lighting, Carl R. Albach, electrical consulting engi- ·
neer, said,
A 22 percent increase in light
output is obtained by stepping up
the 60 cycle frequency to 400 cycle
frequency, and the voltage from
120 to 600 volts, Albach explained.
By remote control switching, the
entire gymnasium can be Pl'Ovided
with either five or 10 foot-candles,
Albach · said. The gym floor area
can be taken on up to the 30 foot
candle level, and the game area itself can be switched to a 50 foot
candle level. In comparison, the
level on a well-lighted office desk
is about 40 foot candles.
•• THERE tiE GOES.:_ GRANDSTANDING AGAIN.•
Another system included is an
automatic lowering device which
_ _ _ _. . . : : . • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - enables the fixture to be relamped
and cleaned from the gym f l o o r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
:h::r~n the field o; the children's level.
A cash award of $150 will be ofWARNER WOODS STUDIO
fered for the best 3 act'play sub- The Walters art gallery in Battimitted for production in a children's more, Md., is open on Sundays and
For those who insist upon
theater for the junior league.
holidays from 2 until 5 n.m.
The Albuquerque Junior league, The contest is open to all UNM
Finest In Portraits
which each year presents a chil- students. Complete details for the
1804 Central Ave. SE.
Ph. 7-9111
dren's play at Albuquerqhe. public contest may be obtained from Ed- Fish cannot sneeze. This is of no
schools, has announced the estab- win Snapp of the UNM drama de- practical value to anyone othe1· than
lishment ot an annual playwriting partment.
'
fish.
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Play. Writing Award ·
offered UStUdentS

THE development of a new airplane such as the Crusader, the World's Fastest
•

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

'-------------------------1

Navy Fighter, cannot be credited to any one engineer. Each engineer, how-

ever, is invaluable because this truly rlew high-performance airplane is only the
final result of the creative thought and teamwork of a large number of engineers.
j •

The individual ideas of each engineer are most
important. In aircraft design, the time lag between
discovery and the utilization of knowledge is
extremely short, shorter perhaps than in any other
major industry. The solutions to the most stimulating problems which arise in the industry are
frequently dependent upon the daily utilizatjon of
new ideas and new knowledge.
The graduating engineer considering his first
career decision may choose whether he will enter
this field of work- the design of airplanes and
missiles- that progresses hand in hand with new
discoveries in all facets of science and engineering,
or choose a less aggressive industry. Of course, it
follows logically that greater and more rapid advancement opportunities lie in a field that does not
stagnate, in a field that is bounded by the creative
imagination of man alone. At Chance Vought, aircraft design draws capable engineers to positions
of greater responsibility in developing new ideas
and supervising the additional technical manpower
needed to "practicalize" the ideas. Starting salaries are commensurate with education and experience for particular specialization and are also
competitive with other industries as well as
other companies. Advancement, as one would

expect, is based upon demonstrated performance,
not seniority.

"Gad, Dad," sympathized the math man, "keep cool:
I'll think of something. You can count on it."

The future of the aircraft industry is equal to, if
not brighter than, that of other industries. The
complexity of moder~ aircraft and missiles, the
investigation of new fields of knowledge as aircraft fly higher and faster, the possibilities of
man's further use of science and engineering for
conquest of the air in the second half of the 20th
century, all emphasize the challenge and opportunity to the young graduate.
We urge the graduating engineer to investigate
these opportunities at Chance Vought. He wiJl
find a stable, 38-year-old aircraft designer and
builder with young ideas, a designer and builder
noted for advancing the atate-o:f-the-art of aircraft and guided missile design. He will discover
that Chance Vought offers career opportunities,
not merely impressive titles, and that he will
join an engineering organization that thinks
and operates as a team rather than as a random
collection of individual engineers.

or
("VVho's 'J:'rying to Confucius?)
Many moons ago ••• around 600 B. C •••• there w~
a barkeep named Draw Wun in a little bistro off

Times Square in Shanghai. Now this character's
cashbox was loaded with loot, as Wuq served up
the greatest brew that side of the Yangtze.
1

I

I(

••Murder," said Wun, one p. m.
near 9 as the cats were clamoring for
more beer, "I'm getting all shook
up trying to keep gung-hG on the
tap, take the cash, and figure
out the change. I don't dig
that math."
The beer Wun was crying
in belonged to a calculus
pcof from the local U.

.

I

We have the usual fringe benefits including an excellent graduate study program, group insurance
reti~ement income plan, paid vacation, sick leave:
movmg allowance, and numerous paid holidays.

We invite you to discuss your opportunities at Chance Vought with
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So the prof rickshawed home and took a bath. Soon
he was heard to shout, "Eureka!" (in Chinese, of
course). He had solved the problem by inventing the
abacus.
Next day he brought in a counting gizmo made of bam·
boo and cranberries. With this mechanical brain, Wun
was able to introduce the time-payment plan, because
one day a patron and Wun did this bit across the
mahogany:

''I have a yen for two cold ones to go," said the customer~
''Sorry, friend, we don't accept Japanese currency,"
Wunlunged.
"I'm flat, cat,'1 came the reply, "got a S)lggestion?"
Whereupon Wun played a few fast notes on his abacus;
figured the terms of a loan for two beers and said.
"Borrow one and carry two"••• two terms still used in
modern mathematics.

"

·So you can see that's how Wun got a charge out
of his abacus.

MORAL: When it comes to moJlw-

matics, you can coun~ on an
abacus if you want to. But
when it comes to beer, figure
on Budweiser. It!s the best
draught beer any side o/ the
Yangtze. You can count on it.

Q

0. H. Coleman,
who will interview
B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. graduates
of the class of '56
in the Placement Office on
February 231
o1• write:
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ANHE'OSER-Bti'SCII. INC. •

P. 0. llox 5907 , • DALL.UI, ':1' •

656-CCS
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sT. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES
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The Lobo LOW Redskins Ta~e Skyline Lead W.olfpups to Play Los Federales
s,. DANNY zEFF I
8 0 f t• L b 101 74Ef
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The increased scope of college
at~letics seems to have remade the
g?-"Izz!ed old-time coach into a co~bi,na~IOn of Farley Granger, Calvm
Coohdge,, and . Nostrada:t,nus. ~o
longer w1th us 1s the spe.c1es. whiCh
chews .a c1gar and confines h1s conversatl~n to grunts, groans, . and
n;oans m the presence of the outs1de world.
Witness the duties now of the
modern coach in a typical day:
3 a.m.-He is awakened by the
local.sports editor for a statement
on his worthy opponents for the
next gan;e. The coac~ do~s not slam
th_e receive: down. m _disgust but
w1th a radmnt vo1ce mnumerates
the glories of the enemy, the fighting spirit of his team, and phe hope
that the best team may wm.
6:30 a.m.-The coach attends the
weekly meeting of t}le Early Morn·
ing Coaches Club, a group of·businessmen responsible for 97 per cent
of the scholarship money. -The
coach discusses the last game, the
next game, the improvement of the
team, and has a glass of tomato
juice,
9 a.m.-The coach meets with the
athletic publicity director of his
collage. An invitation is accepted to
speak to three high scho.ols in one
day; he agrees to conduct a coaching clinic for the state prep coaches
convention; he agrees to speak before the local boy scout troop; he
has his picture taken with the
school mascot.
10 a.m.-The. coach goes into conference with his staff and reviews
game movies and scouting reports.
Noon-The coach speaks before
the local civic club, discussing the
last game, the next game, and the
improvement of the team, and
has a tossed salad and a martini.
2 p.m.-The coach visits the local
high school athletic hero, painting
in Delecroix-like glamour the glories of the state university, whereupon the hero informs the coach he
will apply at Podunk Tech, which
has offered him one third interest
in the rental of the governor's mansion.
3:30 p.m.-The coach makes a
tape recording for the local radio
station. He discusses the last game,
the next game, and the improvement of the team. He buys the
radio announcer a chiliburger.
4:45 p.m.-The coach calls his
wife and says that he'will be home
late, The father of the captain of
the football team is in town and
wishes to discuss some new plays
he has worked out during the coffee
break at his desk in the Jones Sanitation Supply Co.
5:30 p.m.-The coach speaks before the Associated Women of his
city, dealing with the new style uniforms, proposed adjustments in the
ladies' room beneath the stadium,
and received modestly the commendation of the women that he is the
very embodiment of what their sons
need to make them clear cut, mentally healthy, and robust young
boys, ready to take their place in
the treacherous world without.
7:00 p.m.-The coach appears on
a television program. He discusses
the last game, the next game, and
improvement of the team. The announcer asks him if it is true that
Muscles Grisonvich will come to the
university. The coach says that they
have done their best to show Muscles (wanted not only for his athletic prowess but for his character
also) the advantages of this school
over his local institution in West
Remstead, Long Island,.
8:45 p.m.-The coach meets with
the father of the football captain
who modestly outlines a few humble
suggestions for the team.
1:15 a.m.-Satisfied that the
coach will take his suggestions for
what they are worth (a certainty in
the coach's mind), the father departs leaving the coach to return
to his wife and happy hearth.
1 :30 a.m.-The coach arrives
home and is asked by his wife of
the day's events. He discusses the
last game, the next game, and the
improvement of the team,
2 a.m.-The coach awakens, realizing that he has not conducted
practice that day. He returns to
sleep, rich with the knowledge that
if released from his present posi~
tion at the university, he can always accept the public relations
job with Disneyland,

Utah released all its horses for
the first three quarters of.the game
to defeat New Mexico, 101-74, in
Salt Lake City last night,
Rolling up a 57-38 lead at halftime, the Redskins were never seriously threatened throughout the
contest. Floyd Siegel, following up
his 23 point performance at Denver, led all scorers with 24 points,
16 in the first half. Walt Kincaid
racked up 17 points and Toby Royhal 16 for the vast undermanned
Lobos.
Art Bunte and Gary Bergen led
the well-balanced Utah offensive
with 20 and 19 points respectively.
At one point in the second half
the Utes led 90-59. They scored 33
points in the first 10 minutes of the
second half, including 12 in succession. New Mexico held ofl' a pos-

sible rout by holding the Utah sec- The New Mexico freshmen will
ond team to only one free throw t f th . th' d . t · f 1956
in the last four minutes,
· ry or · · ei.r I~ VIC ory 0 •
The victory lengthened JJtah's to.morrow mght ln El Paso agamst
season record to 15-5 and their con- Biggs AFB.
·
ference mark to 7-2, a hJlf a game Currently holding a 5-2 record,
ahead of Brigham Young. New the Wolfpups will be facing the
Mexico returns to Albuquerque to team which took the only contest
finish its schedule wij;h four home
league games. The current Lobo away from last year's successful
record is 5-13 with ·a 4-6 conference freshman quintet. Coach Gene
standing.
Golden will tal~e a 12-man squad,
In another conference game Mon- including starters Rusty Goodwin,
tana won their second conference. Dale Caton, Lindy Lainer, Bob Margame by defeating Denver, 89-72, tin, and Joe Willmore.
in Denver. Zip Rhoades of Montana
The game will be the last road
set a Denver field house record with affair of the year. The frosh will
32 ;points. Dick Brott of Denver return to Albuquerque to play
scored 20 points for the losers.
White Sands Proving Ground, The
.
Air Force Academy, and New MexGenerally speaking, snakes do ico Sellers. All three will be prenot have legs,
liminary to varsity encounters.

out· inhibition, latest team point
standings reveal.
The Feds have compiled 626
points through the end of the first
semester. Last year's champions
from Sigma Chi scored 714 points
for the year. Sigma Chi ranks !!leeond this year with 400 points.
1. Los Federales
626
2. Sigma Chi
400
3. Navy ROTC
342
4. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
324
5. Air Foree ROTC
231
6. Kappa Sigma
224
7. Pi Kappa Alpha
195
8. Newman Club
157
9. Phi Delt!liTheta
134.
10. Kappa Alpha
124
11. Cyclops
83
12. Chemical Engineers
69
14. Baptist Student Union
20
13. Delta Sigma Phi
64
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Students to Vote
For Council Seat,
Amendment, NSA
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at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Jet Engines Tested
in World's Most Complete
Privately Owned Turbine Laboratory

II

II

;,
Engineers in control room of one of eleven test cells
at Willgoos Laboratory record important characteristics
of gas turbine engines in operation.

i
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Located· on the bank of the Connecticut River
at East Hartford is a singular development facility-the Andrew Willgoos Turbine Laboratory.
Here, behind windowless, thick concrete walls,
many types of engineers find a never-ending
challenge in the development and testing of
advanced aircraft engines.
t
Test methods used by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft in their unique laboratory ate highly complex. Tests are conducted on full-scale experimental engines at simulated altitudes up to
76,000 feet. Extremely high speed airflow, with
pressure and temperature accurately controlled,
duplicates speeds as high as Mach 2.75. To reproduce such prodigious flight conditions, extraordinary equipment had to be devised. For
example, a 21,500-hp driving dynamometer supplies the enormous power needed to test jet
engine compressors over a range of speeds from
800 rpm to 16,000 rpm.
The time lapse between development and
production of new engines is reduced consider~ly by the advanced· facilities of the Willgoos
Laboratory. An outstanding example of results
achieved through concentrated engineering effort and complete research support is the Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft J-57 turbojet. Today the
unchallenged leader in its .field, the J-57 is
merely the forerunner of greater aircraft engines
that will power the preeminent military and
commercial aircraft of the future.
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Andrew Willgoos Turbine Laboratory where jet engines and their components are explored.
Cooling water from the Connecticut River can be pumped through a maze of conduits at
rhe rare of 160,000 gallons per minute - 3 )12 rimes the consumption of a city of half
a million people.

B-45 flying test·bed is shown here with an experimental jet engine suspended directly beneath
the bomb bay. Its regular engines are idled while in-flight performance of the turbojet is
observe~ and recorded. The perfect complement to the complex ground-testing facilities of
the Wtllgoos Laboratory, the flying tcst·bcd is another vital factor in reducing engine
development time.
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World's fore111ost desig1zer
and builder
of aircraft etzgines

•

PRATT & WHITNEY
AIRCRAFT

'

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
· Giant refrigeration units from which conditioned air is
piped to rest cells are located in the large central section of Willgoos Laboratorv.
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FIESTA LEADERS Ray Lutz (1.) and Brooks Amoos discuss plans
plans for the UNM spring blowout, scheduled for May 12. The two
were named to lead the Fiesta committee at Frid.11y's st\ldent council meeting, They said volunteer workers are being interviewed now
for responsible jobs on Fiesta committees.
(Uni11ix Photo)

